MORE THAN JUST SMART

The University of Texas at Dallas
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Times Higher Education
ranks UT Dallas
in their list of colleges
under 50 years
of age.

Passion, creativity and
having the imagination
to dream big are what take
smart to a whole new level.
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Imagine what it is like to learn and perform research with peers who have all
those qualities and enjoy collaborating in an atmosphere that encourages risk
and rewards innovation.
• U
 T Dallas attracts some of the most academically high-achieving students. Our average SAT scores
are among the highest of Texas public universities.
• Last year 119 National Merit Scholars entered our freshman class.
• Times Higher Education ranks our University as #1 in the nation and #21 worldwide
among the top 200 universities under 50 years of age.

Explore Your Opportunities
You’ll have a selection of more than 50 undergraduate academic programs
to explore at UT Dallas — business, biomedical engineering, arts and technology,
neuroscience and healthcare studies to name just a few. Research opportunities
can include nanotechnology, robotics or brain plasticity.
If you’ve already set a career goal, UT Dallas has internship opportunities and numerous pre-professional and
fast-track programs to aim you in the right direction. Our Health Professions and Pre-Law Advising Centers can
assist you with making informed decisions preparing for professions in health care or law, and our Career Center
can help you jumpstart your career with job fairs, resume assistance and interview training.
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Keeping up with rigorous academics sometimes requires a little help from fellow students or faculty. Our Student
Success Center provides individual tutoring, peer-led team learning, supplemental instruction, coordinated group
study and numerous resources to assist you in achieving your academic goals.

internships are awarded to
UT Dallas undergraduates
and graduate students
each year

Beyond UT Dallas
A degree from UT Dallas is not just an education; it’s an investment in your future.

Harvard

Þ More information about student outcomes can be found at utdallas.edu/outcomes.
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Forbes Most Profitable
Companies* recruit
UT Dallas students
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employers hired
UT Dallas students
last year

UTD graduates have received some
of the most prestigious scholarships
and fellowships, including the

Fulbright

Goldwater

Marshall Truman

Columbia

Yale

Top law schools
around the country
into which our students
have been accepted

